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CH518 Cylinder Honing Tool 

• 3 Claws Cylinder Honing Tool 

• Operate with any electric drill 

• Cylinder Size Range : 50mm ( 2”) to 180mm 
( 7”) 

• Honing Stones are easily compressed to pre-
vent scratches on the cylinder walls 

• Honing Stone : 100mm (4”) long  x #220 grit 
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CH518 Cylinder Honing Tool 

Cylinder Size Range: 50-180mm 
 

1. Cylinder honing tool is a must  for engine overhaul work. 

2. The hones are designed to remove and clean the carbon deposits 

and re-surface the cylinders quickly and effectively. 

3. Use any electric or air powered tool to operated the cylinder hone 

tool. 

4. Suitable for cylinder size ranging from 50 to 180mm in diameter 

5. Cautions : Always wear eye and respiratory protection and work 

gloves when using the cylinder honing tool. 

6. Reduce the  the spring adjustment tension to the mininium by turning 

the knurled nut anti-clockwise until it reaches the top of the shaft 

7. Squeeze the three hone arms together and insert into the first cylin-

der. Release the arms and they will spring into contact with cylinder 

wall. 

8. Adjust the knurled nut clockwise to get the correct cutting pressure of 

the hone stones against the cylinder wall. 

9. Pour in sufficient amount of brake fluid ( or kerosene ) down the cyl-

inder walls to act as cutting lubricant. 

10. Connect the power tool to the hone shaft  

11. Allow the hone to rotate inside and slide it up and down the cylinder. 

12. There should be a fine cross hatch pattern on the cylinder wall.  

13. Never try to remove the hone from the cylinder while the while it is 

still rotating. 

14. Switch off the power tool, squeeze the honing stones together before 

removing the honing tool from the cylinder. 


